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INTRODUCTION 

Background 
This report provides the Audit and Standards Committee with an outline of our proposed work and progress to date for 2018/19.  Our audit objectives are set out below. 

 

Audit of the financial statements 

 to be satisfied that the accounts present a true and fair view; and 

 to be satisfied that proper practices have been observed in the preparation of the accounts. 

 

Value for money arrangements 

 to be satisfied that the organisation has made proper arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources 

 

Reporting 

 issue an audit plan that sets out how we intend to carry out our duties; 

 report the findings of the audit to those charged with governance; 

 to express an opinion on the accounts; 

 express a conclusion on the Council’s arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the use of resources; and 

 to certify the completion of the audit. 

 

Sampling and materiality 

In some areas of the audit our process involves selecting samples to test, using a statistical methodology. If errors are identified in the initial sample, we consider the 
nature of the error and, where appropriate, select an extended sample for testing to assist with quantification of the misstatement. In some cases we use the results of 
the sample testing to calculate an error rate which is used to estimate the level of misstatement in the population as a whole and this is reported as an extrapolated 
misstatement, alongside any factual misstatements identified.  

Our consideration of misstatements focuses on their nature and value both individually and cumulatively.  In our Audit Plan we set out the materiality levels being 
applied in this way and have since recalculated them using the draft financial statements provided for audit. 

Our materiality level is £11m, misstatements identified that are individually above this level are reported as material misstatements. Our clearly triviality threshold is 
£220,000, misstatements identified that are below this level are not reported. Misstatements that are between the clearly trivial and material levels are reported as 
non-trivial. In accordance with auditing standards, we request that the Council correct all non-trivial and material misstatements identified and we report to the Audit 
and Standards Committee all such misstatements, and whether or not they have been corrected, within our Audit Completion Report at the conclusion of the audit. 
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SUMMARY 

Updated risk assessment 
Since issuing our 2018/19 Audit Plan in December 2018, and receiving the Council’s draft Statement of Accounts in June 2019, we have updated our planning risk 
assessment. Our final risk assessment included the following additions to the audit risks reported in the original Audit Plan, the majority of which arose from our 
comparison of the current year to the prior year accounts where significant movements could not be explained by management: 

 Significant risk of material misstatement in respect of: 

o classification of transactions between the Council and its subsidiaries 

o existence and accuracy of short term creditors 

o existence and accuracy of short term debtors 

o accounting treatment of the pension liabilities of staff transferred to the Council’s subsidiaries 

 Risk of material misstatement in respect of: 

o accounting treatment of prepayments to the pension fund 

o existence and accuracy of schools income and expenditure 

o classification of investments between long and short term 

o opening cash balances 

o re-statement of the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Account to reflect changes in the Council’s management accounting structure. 

Our audit response to these risks is set out in the Audit Progress section of this report. 

 

Internal control 
Auditing standards require that we report to those charged with governance any significant deficiencies in internal control identified during the audit, in writing, as soon 
as is practicably possible. Our continuing audit of the draft statement of accounts has identified a significant number of misstatements of the figures contained within 
them (84 numerical misstatements to date), some materially so. Whilst we are not yet in a position to confirm the net impact of the misstatements on the cost of 
services reported by the Council, the existence of material misstatements, and the overall number of misstatements identified, led us to conclude that the Council’s 
processes and controls for ensuring a materially accurate draft statement of accounts is produced, were not effective.  We consider this a significant deficiency in 
internal control and reported this matter in a letter to the Chair of the Audit and Standards Committee on 22 October 2019. A copy of the letter is attached to this 
report as appendix I.  
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Progress to date and misstatements identified 

 

We continue to work with the finance team on finalising the impact of the 
audit findings to date, and working toward the Council producing a final set 
of financial statements that are materially accurate. The latest position 
regarding misstatements is detailed in appendix II but the final position 
cannot be confirmed until all our audit work is concluded, in particular the 
necessary Partner and quality reviewer processes have been concluded and 
cleared.  In addition, the Audit and Standards Committee will also need the 
opportunity to review the findings and comment on the final version of the 
financial statements. 

We appreciate the co-operation and assistance provided to facilitate the 
audit so far.  

We have completed a significant amount of work in the significant risk areas and this is summarised in the following section along with a ‘RAG’ assessment.   

Due to the number of errors identified (84 numerical errors to date) we have also had to perform a significant amount of additional testing to either quantify 
misstatements or gain assurance of the material accuracy of the balances in the draft financial statements.  This includes 9 prior period adjustments agreed with 
Management as requiring correction and a further 8 potential prior period adjustments which are under discussion at the time of writing.  The prior period adjustments 
relate to areas such as PPE, investments, creditors, debtors and grants. 

The resulting additional work is the cause of re-scheduling Partner and Quality Reviewer reviews to later dates.  

To date our work has not identified any issues which would result in a qualification of the audit opinion, assuming that material and non-trivial misstatements already 
reported are corrected in the final version of the statement of accounts to the extent that any uncorrected misstatement are not individually or cumulatively material 
to the financial statements and considered to be appropriate. However, we will conclude on this matter once the audit is complete, at which time we will also issue our   
Audit Completion Report to those charged with governance. 

 
 
Fees 
 
The significant amount of additional work that has been necessary as a result of the audit risk profile of the Council, the volume and nature of misstatements identified, 
the technical issues presented by some of the Council’s arrangements (in particular with respect to group accounting) and the increased level of senior team input required 
as a result, has a fee implication.  We will discuss this with the Deputy Chief Executive, the Council’s Section 151 Officer, once the audit is concluded. Any proposed 
additional audit fees will also be subject to approval by Public Sector Audit Appointments Limited. Final fees will be reported to the Audit and Standards Committee in 
due course.

ASSESSMENT EXPLANATION 

R
ED

 

 

Significant number of material issues / errors identified. 

A
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One material error identified and / or significant number of 
minor above trivial issues identified. 
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No issues identified 
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AUDIT PROGRESS 2018/19 
AUDIT AREA PROGRESS  ASSESSMENT OF 

MISSTATEMENTS 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (Significant risks identified in audit plan) 

Management 
override of 
controls 

We have completed a significant amount of work in this area including: 

 sample testing of journals; 

 review of accounting estimates for bias; and 

 rationale for any significant business transactions. 

We have identified a number of errors in relation to accounting estimates (i.e. accruals and prepayments) from the 
work completed to date, however there is no indication that these are as a result of any management bias.  

 

 

Revenue and 
expenditure 
recognition 

We have completed a significant amount of work in this area including: 

 sample testing grants to confirm they have been correctly included within the financial statements and 
have met grant conditions where applicable; 

 sample testing rental income to ensure the income has been recorded within the correct period;  

 sample testing expenditure to confirm the transactions have been recorded within the correct period; and 

 all expected transactions have been recognised. 

To date we have identified a significant number of errors in relation to the above, including potential material 
amendments in relation to grant income.   

We have also identified non trivial errors in relation to income not being included in the correct period. 

 

 

  

Non-current asset 
valuations 

We have completed a significant amount of work in this area including: 

 reviewing the instructions provided to the valuer; 

 reviewing the assumptions used; 

 reviewing the accounting treatment and how the draft financial statements have been updated to reflect 
valuation changes; 

To date we have identified a number of errors including one material error and a number of non-trivial errors in 
relation to the work completed in this area.  This has been detailed in the misstatements below. 

Our work in this area is complete, subject to Partner level reviews. 
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Group accounts As part of our work we: 

 had discussions with the Council to understand the approach they had taken to consolidate the accounts; 

 reviewed the Council’s consideration of IFRS 10 and 12; and 

 performed audit testing of the consolidated balances on the draft financial statements. 

Our work has identified a number of errors which has resulted in the Council reviewing and re-issuing their group 
accounts for audit.  

 

 

 

 

Pension liability 
assumption 

As part of our work we have: 

 agreed the information provided to the actuary; 

 assessed the consultancy actuary report; and 

 tested the controls over the accuracy and completeness of information provided to the actuary. 

We have not identified any significant issues in this area. 

Our work in this area is complete, subject to Partner level reviews. 

 

 

Expenditure cut-
off 

Our testing of expenditure to confirm it has been accounted for in the correct period has identified two errors.  
These are not material. 

 

 

 

New significant risks in relation to audit works 

Creditors Our initial analytical review identified a material reduction in short term creditors.  Further investigation identified 
that one of the reasons was due to a significant error within the prior year figure where purchase orders were not 
matched correctly to invoices.  This and the issues noted below have led to the material accuracy of creditors being  
a significant audit risk for 2018/19.  

Our work has identified a significant number of non-material (above trivial) errors which has resulted in the Council 
completing a review of their creditor balances and updated working papers provided for audit. 

To date we have identified a significant number of errors which has resulted in additional audit testing. All errors 
have been included in the misstatements section below. 

 

 

Debtors Our work has identified a significant number of non-material (above trivial) errors which has resulted in the Council 
completing a review of their debtor balances and updated working papers provided for audit.  In total this has 
resulted in a material change to the debtors figure. 

To date we have identified a significant number of errors which has resulted in additional audit testing to be 
completed. All errors have been included in the misstatements section below. 
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Misclassification 
between entities 

Our work on reviewing the coding of transactions between the Council and the various entities it has an interest in 
has not identified any significant issues.  Our work in this area included: 

• Liaising with the outgoing auditor of Be First and reviewing their audit file to understand the issue they 
identified; 

• Review of the Council's paper demonstrating that it was able to identify all miscoded transactions in 
2017/18 and that it has mitigated the risk of this error repeating in 2018/19; and 

• Reviewed and tested the operating effectiveness of controls in place to prevent this issue from occurring 
and considered the implications on our audit strategy if these controls were not effectively designed or 
operating. 

Our work in this area is complete, subject to Partner level reviews. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other areas to note (Risk of material misstatements) 

PPE – other areas Our work has identified a number of errors which has resulted in additional sample testing to confirm the accuracy 
of the balance in the draft financial statements. These include: 

 additions; 

 Asset under construction; and  

 Community assets. 

To date we have identified two potential material errors and a small number of non-trivial errors.  These have been 
detailed in the misstatements section below. 

 

 

Consideration of 
related party 
transactions 

Our work has not identified any significant issues in relation to related party transactions. Our work in this area 
included: 

• Gaining an understanding of the related party transactions identification procedures in place;  

• The review of relevant information concerning any such identified transactions; 

• Review of senior management declarations to ensure there are no potential related party transactions 
which have not been disclosed;  

• Companies House searches for any potential undisclosed interests; and 

• Review of supplier’s lists and expenditure items selected in our testing. 

Our work in this area is complete, and subject to Partner review. 

 

 

New accounting 
standards 

Two new accounting standards apply for the 2018/19 accounts, these are IFRS 9 Financial Instruments and IFRS 15 
Revenue from Contracts with Customers. 

We are currently reviewing the Council’s consideration of what the impact of these standards will be on their 
accounts. 
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Allowance for 
non-collection of 
receivables 

We reviewed the provision model for significant income streams and assessed debtor balances to confirm whether it 

appropriately reflected historical collection rates by age of debt or arrears. 

We identified one non-material error in relation to the work completed. 

Our work in this area is complete, subject to Partner level reviews. 

 

 

Componentisation 
of Council 
Dwellings 

We reviewed: 

 The reasonableness of the split in value between land and building using comparatives from other local 
authorities.   

 Considered if a lack of componentisation of buildings resulted in a material misstatement to the 
depreciation charge. 

We did not identify any significant issues in relation to componentisation of Council Dwellings. 

Our work in this area is complete, subject to Partner level reviews. 

 

 

Overall 
information 
provided 
including 
consistency and 
quality of 
working papers 

Our work through the audit has identified a higher than usual number of errors being identified in the draft 
financial statements.  These include: 

 working papers not agreeing to draft financial statements; 

 working papers not clearly linking to samples selected;  

 updated working papers continuing to contain errors resulting in further iterations being required in a 
number of instances; and 

 lead time to provide information to auditors slower than initially agreed. 

We have also provided the Audit and Standards Committee with an ISA 265 Letter due to the number of errors 
identified in the production of the draft financial statements which indicates a significant weakness in the internal 
controls over the preparation of financial statements that are materially accurate and compliant with the Code of 
Practice on Local Authority Accounting. 
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AUDIT PROGRESS 2018/19 
AUDIT AREA PROGRESS  ASSESSMENT 

Use of Resources 

Sustainable 
resource 
deployment 

We have completed our initial reviews of the Council’s arrangements as part of our initial planning to inform our risk 
assessment process.  

To date we have not identified any issues in relation to sustainable resource deployment. 

We are currently reviewing informed decision making, which will be concluded on once our work on the main audit is 
complete.  We note to date that there is a risk that any decisions made based on financial information are not informed, 
as our audit indicates that financial information is of a poor quality. 
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List of misstatements 
 
We have provided a list of the errors identified to date, which are split between numerical and narrative.  Due to the volume of errors identified in debtors and 
creditors two sub tables have been provided which detail the value of the errors and the potential further impact of the errors identified once additional testing was 
completed. See Appendix II 

 
 The Council are currently working towards reducing the total impact of uncorrected errors to below materiality.  
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The matters raised in our report prepared in connection with the audit are those 
we believe should be brought to your attention. They do not purport to be a 
complete record of all matters arising. This report is prepared solely for the use of 
the organisation and may not be quoted nor copied without our prior written 
consent. No responsibility to any third party is accepted. 

BDO LLP is a corporate establishment under the Limited Liability Partnership Act 
2000 and a UK Member Firm of BDO International. BDO Northern Ireland, a separate 
partnership, operates under a licence agreement. BDO LLP and BDO Northern 
Ireland are both separately authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority to conduct investment business. 

Copyright ©2020 BDO LLP. All rights reserved. 

www.bdo.co.uk 
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BDO LLP, a UK limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales under number OC305127, is a member of BDO International Limited, a UK company 
limited by guarantee, and forms part of the international BDO network of independent member firms.  A list of members’ names is open to inspection at our 

registered office, 55 Baker Street, London W1U 7EU.  BDO LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority to conduct investment business. 

Private and Confidential  
 

  
 

Councillor P Bright 
London Borough of Barking & Dagenham 
Barking Town Hall 
Town Hall Square 
Barking 
IG11 7LU 

22 October 2019 

Lisa Clampin 
Direct Line: 01473 320716 
Email: lisa.clampin@bdo.co.uk
  

 

 

Dear Councillor Bright, 

Significant deficiency in internal control in the preparation of the Statement of Accounts 

Auditing standards require that we communicate to those charged with governance any significant 

deficiencies in internal control identified during the audit, in writing, as soon as is practicably possible.  

The purpose of our audit is for us to express an opinion on the statement of accounts. The scope of our 

audit includes consideration of internal control relevant to the preparation of the statement of accounts in 

order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances. We do not express an opinion 

on the effectiveness of all internal controls. 

The matters being reported here are limited to those deficiencies that we have identified during the audit 

and that we conclude are of sufficient importance to merit being reported to those charged with 

governance. 

Our continuing audit of the draft statement of accounts has identified a significant number of figures 

included in the statements which were misstated, some materially so.  We have raised these matters with 

the Council throughout the audit, which has resulted in revised working papers being provided to the 

auditors for a significant number of areas on the accounts.  As a result, it has been necessary to perform 

additional audit work to confirm the accuracy of revisions proposed by the Council.  

The errors identified in our ongoing audit vary in their nature and impact on the statement of accounts. 

They also include a number of misstatements in relation to the prior year (2017/18) comparatives which, in 

aggregate, may result in a prior period adjustment. The full detail of the audit findings will be included in 

our Audit Completion Report to the Audit and Standards Committee once the audit is concluded. 

Whilst we cannot confirm at this time whether there will be a net impact on the cost of services reported 

by the Council, the material disclosure misstatements in the core financial statements certified by the 

section 151 officer, published by the Council and presented for audit, is contrary to the Local Authority 

Accounting Code of Practice requirement for the Council to produce materially accurate draft financial 

statements. We continue to work with the Council on finalising the impact of the audit findings to date, and 

working toward the Council producing a final set of financial statements that are materially accurate and 

Code compliant. 

The Council has provided evidence to demonstrate that a review of completeness and reconciliation of the 

draft financial statements to their management accounting regime, was undertaken by senior members of 

the closedown team prior to publication, which placed reliance on previously audited figures. The evidence 

provided demonstrates that an appropriate internal control, designed to identify potential material 

misstatements before publication of the draft statement of accounts, exists. However, the subsequent 

identification of the misstatements, material and otherwise, referred to above indicates that this internal 

control did not operate effectively. Therefore, we consider this a significant deficiency in internal control.  
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Our Audit Completion Report to the Audit and Standards Committee will incorporate our recommendations 

in relation to this control deficiency, alongside our findings from the rest of the audit.  If you or your 

colleagues on the Audit and Standards Committee have any questions about the content of this letter, 

please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Lisa Clampin 

Partner 

For and on behalf of BDO LLP 

cc  

Claire Symonds, Deputy Chief Executive and Chief Operating Officer 
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Misstatements  - 
Numerical

No. Area of Accounts Description Value Type of error Other areas affected
Affects 

Prior year
To Be Corrected  Extrapolation (if required) 

1 Investment Property Demolition of St Mary's Parade and Cook road site. Both included in the FAR and the accounts. 1,200,900
 Overstated investment 

property 
 land / buildings

depreciation 
Yes Yes  N/A 

2
HRA Debtors
Debtors Note

debtors understated, as Housing creditors (advance payments being made to a number of tenants and overpayments made by tenants)  balance  held in the HRA 
debtors 

3,812,409
 Classification -  Debtor 

Balance understated 
 Creditors No Yes  N/A 

3
Long term 
borrowing

loan with Wycombe DC incorrectly classified as long term borrowing 5,000,000  Classification error  short term borrowing No Yes  N/A 

4
Aged debt

Debtors Note
Aged debtor report includes £771,781 of credit balances and one TB code is mapped to debtors which is the cycle scheme of £18,683 which need to be reclassified to 

creditors
790,464

 Classification -  Debtor 
Balance understated 

 Creditors No Yes  N/A 

5 Grants - DSG income and expenditure has been grossed up 194,724,707
 overstated income and 

expenditure - CIES 
 I & E No Yes  N/A 

6 Investments short term investments have been incorrectly classified 37,600,000  classification error  long term investments No Yes  N/A 

7

Income - receipted 
services (Fees, 

charges and other 
service income)

rebate of £2.6m had incorrectly been added to income as opposed to being deducted from expenditure - process was due to an unusual contract is  solely focused on 
one provider - Adecco

2,600,000  overstated income - CIES  receipted services - expenditure No Yes  N/A  

8 Capital grants RIA incorrect classification of an intercompany grant that had been included as a grant receivable by the Council 1,346,509  classification error 
 Short term creditors - £1,075,000
Capital grants unapplied - £46,509

Revenue grants RIA - £225,000 
No Yes  N/A 

9 Capital grants RIA A number of the grants should be classified as long term liabilities due to the time they have been outstanding 406,308  classification error  long term liabilities Yes Yes  N/A 

10 Creditors - accruals employment tax creditors included a balance of £290k which could not be identified - Council propose to write these off 290,269
 Overstated creditor - 

accruals 
 bad debt write off No Yes  N/A 

11 Leases Finance lease journal incorrectly posted in creditors 526,450  classification error 
 Dr Short term creditors £526,450
Cr long term creditors £466,777

Cr CAA £59,672 
No Yes  N/A 

12
PPE

Assets valued in the prior year were valued as at 1/10/2017, with no consideration of movement up to year end. Giving a expected understatement in their value (we 
note this is for properties valued using EUV). There are assets valued using DRC and MV, but the differences are trivial.

-1,092,333  understated - PPE  revaluation reserve Yes No  N/A 

13
Grants 

independent living fund grant incorrectly identified as ring fenced over non-ring fenced - classification error (between above the Cost of Services and 
Deficit/(Surplus) on Provision of Services

457,128  classification error  non-ring fenced No No                                          479,002 

14 PPE - disposals one item in disposals was incorrectly included in VPE but should been recorded within intangibles in the prior year accounts and then recorded as a disposal 1,513,440  classification error  intangible assets (NBV - £605,000) Yes No  N/A 

15

PPE - AUC

Spend of £527k incurred on a school in 2015/16, which was initially included in assets under construction, was not reallocated to other land and buildings when the 
asset became operational and is still sitting in assets under construction as at 31/03/2019. As such, assets under construction is overstated by £527k and other land 

and buildings gross value is understated by £527k. There will also be a depreciation impact of this adjustment

527,000  overstated PPE - AUC 

 other land and buildings
depreciation
impairment
revaluation 

Yes No                                          541,535 

16
PPE - Heritage 

assets Depreciation for 22 assets was not completed for 2018/19.  however these were heritage assets so no depreciation should have been applied
97,496  overstated heritage assets 

 depreciation
CIES 

Yes Yes  N/A 

17
PPE - depreciation depreciation has been incorrectly calculated for five assets from our sample of 19. 

14,081
 overstated PPE - 

Depreciation 
 CIES No No                                          886,575 

18
PPE - valuation one asset Garages has been incorrectly valued by the Council's valuers. 

1,471,000  overstated PPE - OLAB 
 OLAB

revaluation 
No Yes  N/A 

19
PPE- additions additions have been overstated due to the figures of underlying records not agreeing to invoices or costs did not relate to the correct year.

810,128  overstated PPE - Additions 
 PPE

Capital Financing Requirement 
No No                                       2,568,877 

20

Income cost saving has been incorrectly credited to income which needs to be adjusted

80,133  overstated income - CIES 

 2017-18
DR RIA £80133
CR I&E £80133

CR Earmarked Reserve £80133
DR MIRS £80133

2018-19
DR Earmarked Reserve £80133

CR MIRS £80133 

Yes No                                          200,957 

21
HRA income

Number of reconciling items on the Capita to Oracle reconciliation of HRA income which the Council cannot explain. The largest two items for £342k and £774k are 
going in opposite directions and net to £432k. 

432,000  Not determined yet 
 Most likely HRA debtors, but difficult to say 

without knowing what these items are 
Possible No  N/A 

22 HRA supervision and 
management 
expenditure 3 cut off errors identified on supervision and management expenditure

27,176
 Overstated Expenditure - 

CIES 
 (56,437) prior year accruals

29,261 current year prepayments 
Yes No

 261,208 expenditure

(542,454) accruals

281,246 prepayments 

23

HRA repairs and 
maintenance 
expenditure 1 cut off error identified on repairs and maintenance expenditure

24,692
 Overstated Expenditure - 

CIES 
 Prior year accruals Yes No                                       1,375,406 

24

HRA repairs and 
maintenance 
expenditure

1 error on repairs and maintenance expenditure sample arising due to a purchase order being incorrectly receipted in the year. My understanding is that this is part of 
a wider issue picked up elsewhere in the audit, and additional testing has been/is being performed in response to this

36,565  Creditors No Not sure  N/A 

25

Creditors
Parent Pay residual amount which is unidentified, and has been agreed that the total creditor should be written back to revenue - the amount represents admin / vat 

top ups made by LBBD in respect of amounts deducted by Parent Pay, it does not represent any amounts owed to parents, and therefore shouldn't be a creditor. 

1,805,801  overstated creditor  

 Debit Creditor - 1,805,800
Credit Income - 1,805,800

Debit MiRs  - 1,805,800
Credit Reserve -  1,805,800 

No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

26

Creditors

Two receipting invoices  where value was taken at the gross amount (totalling £1,480,071.03) rather than the net amount presented on the invoices (totalling 
£255,916.94). As such, this resulted in a creditor balances that was not accurate as this difference was the amount previously paid by the Council as shown on the 

invoices.

1,480,071
 Overstated creditor - 

accruals 

Sample #17 Debit Creditor - £1,181,341.03
Credit Expenditure (Capital) - £1,181,341.03

Sample # NEW 2 Debit Creditor - £295,000
Credit Expenditure (Capital) - £295,000

Sample # 22 Debit Creditor - £3,730
Credit Expenditure  - £3,730

Total Error :£1,480,071.03

No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

27

Creditors

Grant was received by LBBD during 17/18 and was documented as a receipt in advance. As at year end 18/19 the grant was still recognised as a RIA as it was unspent, 
although . The grant actually relates to up to March 19 per the S31 Grant determination letter (dated 25/01/17), therefore the grant should be recognised as income 

during 18/19. This is an error and will be amended

60,000  Overstated creditor - RIA 

 Dr Correct receipt in adv - 60,000
Cr I&E - 60,000

Debit MiRS - 60,000
Credit reserve - 60,000 

No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

28

Creditors
This was unspent income which was mistakenly treated as a receipt in advance. Purpose of income was for project from 2017 to end of 18/19 and have obtained 

Barking Heathy New town proposed expenditure document to confirm income isn't a receipt in advance.

52,895  Overstated creditor - RIA 

 Dr Correct receipt in adv - 52894.88
Cr I&E - 52894.88

Debit MiRS - 52894.88
Credit reserve - 52894.88 

No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

29

Creditors
This was unspent income which was mistakenly treated as a receipt in advance. Funding received in advance from Participation city for a 12 week programme, 

evidence shows receipt of income but email from Service confirms it relates to 18/19 part of project.

10,745  Overstated creditor - RIA 

 Dr Correct receipt in adv - 10744.71
Cr I&E - 10744.71

Debit MiRS - 10744.71
Credit reserve - 10744.71 

No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

30
Creditors VP - accrual gross (9,960, invoice value 8,330), over accrued by 1,660. 

1,660
 Overstated creditor - 

accruals 

 Cr I&E expenditure - 1,660
Dr Other creditors (Other entities and 

individuals) - 1,660 
No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

31

Creditors
Unspent grant income mistakenly treated as a receipt in advance. Total value of the income received was £21,390k and was for 18/19, therefore shouldn’t be 

classified as a receipt in advance.

4,805  Overstated creditor - RIA 

 Dr Correct receipt in adv -4805.13
Cr I&E - 4805.13

Debit MiRS - 4805.13
Credit reserve - 4805.13 

No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

32

Creditors
Creditor isn't valid as it is variance from actual to budget and not actually expenditure due in the future, which has been agreed to invoice number 1804184-18 from 

University of East London.

466  LBBD confirmed no error. 

33

Creditors
Unspent grant income mistakenly treated as a receipt in advance. Total value of the income received was £824k for the Basic need grant and LA school condition 

Allocation and was for 18/19, therefore shouldn’t be classified as a receipt in advance.

824,698  Overstated creditor - RIA 

 Dr Correct receipt in adv - 824,697.58
Cr I&E - 824,697.58

Debit MiRS - 824,697.58
Credit reserve - 824,697.58 

No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

34

Creditors RIA posted twice in error

27,593  Overstated creditor - RIA 
 Debit Creditor - 27,593
Credit Income - 27,593 

No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

35
Creditors Creditor isn't valid due to insufficient evidence. Therefore the client has confirmed the creditor will be written off

107,594  Overstated creditor 
 Credit Expenditure - 107,593

Debit Creditor - 107,593 
No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

36

Creditors

 This net underspend from the Taxi Card scheme was carried forward to cover budget shortfall on 2019-20 Freedom Passes contribution to TFL. A receipt in advance 
was processed to carry forward this money, but this should have been treated as a roll forward and transferred via reserves. We have agreed the underspend to the 

18/19 final budget and confirmed this is an error.

615,291  Overstated creditor - RIA 

 Dr Correct receipt in adv - 615,291.22
Cr I&E - 615,291.22

Debit MiRS - 615,291.22
Credit reserve - 615,291.22 

No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

37

Creditors

Unspent grant income mistakenly treated as a receipt in advance. This grant income was for the EA flood risk and the total value of grant income has been agreed to 
'Flood Risk and Mitigation Study Contract Extension' document received. This was awarded during 18/19 with no time restrictions therefore should be transferred to 

reserves at year end.

142,300  Overstated creditor - RIA 

 Dr Correct receipt in adv - 142,300
Cr I&E - 142,300

Debit MiRS - 142,300
Credit reserve - 142,300 

No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

38
Creditors

Invoice raised for incorrect amount, and no credit note processed until 19/20, therefore a creditor was raised to offset the incorrect invoice, however on reflection, 
this should have reduced the debtors value as the incorrect invoice had overstated the receivables control account

157,568  Overstated creditor - RIA 
 Dr Correct receipt in adv - 157,568

Cr Debtors - 157,568 
No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

39

Creditors

The invoices were raised for the rent during March 2019 - some of which related to April to June. The full income is recognised in the expense account in March on 
raising the AR invoice (but a debtor (balance on the receivables control account at year end) accounted for any rent charged but not yet paid). This RIA adjustment 

moves the income charged which relates to April to June from 2018/19 to 2019/20 in the expense account.

1,096,793  LBBD confirmed no error. 

40
Creditors Over-accrued by £16,986.60 as £45,297.60 covers the year to end June 2019.  

16,987
 Overstated creditor - 

accruals 
 Dr other creditors - 16,986.60
Cr I&E Expenditure - 16,986.60 

No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

41
Creditors Accrual was made using gross value of invoice, and for the full amount, however invoice includes Apr-Jun of 19/20 so accrual was overstated. 

31,932
 Overstated creditor - 

accruals 
 Dr other creditors - 31,932
Cr I&E Expenditure - 31,932 

No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

42

Creditors
£19k error that was inappropriately booked to earmarked reserves rather than creditor. It was judgementally determined to be trivial adjustment by the accounting 

team and could wait until 19/20 to correct. 

18,988  Overstated creditor 

 
Dr Creditor = 18,988

Cr Expenditure = 18,988

Dr MiRs = 18,988
Cr Reserve = 18,98 

No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

43

Creditors

 The creditor is overstated by £38k against the records from the Salix Finance Statement.

On inspecting the arrangement of the loan and duration the creditor should be recorded as long term creditor.
38,078  Overstated creditor 

 Dr Creditor = 38,078
Cr Expenditure = 38,078

Dr Short Term Creditor = 279,293
Cr Long Term Creditor = 279,293 

No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

44
Debtor Accruals

Insufficient evidence - write off both debtor and BDP.

1,427,351
 Overstated debtor - 

accruals 

 Debit BDP - £770,680
Debit I&E Exp - £656,671

Credit Debtor -  £1,427,351 
No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

45
Debtor Accruals Error - write off

136,367
 Overstated debtor - 

accruals 
 Debit Income - 136,367
Credit Debtor - 136,367 

No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

46
Debtor Accruals Shouldn't be any debtors between LA and schools 

205,755
 Overstated debtor - 

accruals 

 Debit Expenditure - 197,150
Debit Income - 8,605

Credit Debtor -  205,755 
No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

47

Debtors - PAYMENTS 
IN ADVANCE - 

OTHER ENTITIES 
AND INDIVIDUALS Error - write off

101,933  overstated debtor - PIA 
 Debit Income - 101,933
Credit Debtor - 101,933 

No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

48

Debtors - PAYMENTS 
IN ADVANCE - 

OTHER ENTITIES 
AND INDIVIDUALS Error - should transfer to reserve as carry forward

-5,544  understated debtor - PIA 
 Debit Debtor - 5,544

Credit Reserve (MIRS) - 5,544 
No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

49

Debtors - PAYMENTS 
IN ADVANCE - 

OTHER ENTITIES 
AND INDIVIDUALS Error - should transfer to reserve as carry forward

-48,000  understated debtor - PIA 
 Debit Debtor - 48,000

Credit Reserve (MIRS) - 48,000 
No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  
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50

Debtors - PAYMENTS 
IN ADVANCE - 

OTHER ENTITIES 
AND INDIVIDUALS Error - should be RIA

-577,724  understated debtor - PIA 
 Debit Debtor - 577,724

Credit Creditor (RIA) - 577,724 
No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

51

Debtors - PAYMENTS 
IN ADVANCE - 

OTHER ENTITIES 
AND INDIVIDUALS Error - should be RIA

-123,592  understated debtor - PIA 
 Debit Debtor - 123,592

Credit Creditor (RIA) - 123,592 
No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

52

Debtors - PAYMENTS 
IN ADVANCE - 

OTHER ENTITIES 
AND INDIVIDUALS Error - should be RIA

-51,840  understated debtor - PIA 
 Debit Debtor - 51,840

Credit Creditor (RIA) - 51,840 
No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

53

Debtors - PAYMENTS 
IN ADVANCE - 

OTHER ENTITIES 
AND INDIVIDUALS Error - should transfer to reserve as carry forward

-20,000  understated debtor - PIA 
 Debit Debtor - 20,000

Credit Reserve (MIRS) - 20,000 
No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

54

Debtors - PAYMENTS 
IN ADVANCE - 

OTHER ENTITIES 
AND INDIVIDUALS Error - should transfer to reserve as carry forward

-207,740  understated debtor - PIA 
 Debit Debtor - 207,740

Credit Reserve (MIRS) - 207,740 
No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

55
DEBTOR - other

Relates to board member payments prior to incorporation of Be First which were not costed until 2018/19.  They were invoiced to BF who refused to pay.  Credit note 
entered to cancel out receivables invoice.  Debtor raised to move into 19/20 to sort what to do with this balance.. Error - write off

100,623  overstated debtor 
 Debit Income - 100,623
Credit Debtor - 100,623 

No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

56
DEBTOR - other Invoice raised in May for £787k - Included in the accounts as 860,000

73,333  overstated debtor 
 Debit CGU - 73,333

Credit Debtor - 73,333 
No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

57

Debtor - PAYMENTS 
IN ADVANCE - 

OTHER ENTITIES 
AND INDIVIDUALS Error - write off

13,500  overstated debtor - PIA 

 
Credit Income - 3,658

Debit Creditor (RIA) - 17,158
Credit Debtor - 13,500

No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

58
Debtor - HOUSING 

RENTS
Oracle balance at balance sheet date differs from balances retrieved from Capita debt (Housing System) Reports. 

Reports do not reconcile 
274,718  overstated debtor 

 Debit Income HRA Rent - 274,718
Credit Debtors - 274,718 

No Yes  N/A 

59
DEBTOR - HOUSING 

RENTS D 
IMPAIRMENT

Impact on BDP as a result of the revised debtor balances 

Oracle balance at balance sheet date differs from balances retrieved from Capita debt (Housing System) Reports. 
Reports do not reconcile 

622,476  understated debtors - BDP 
 Debit BDP - 622,476

Credit Expenditure - 622,476 No Yes  N/A 

60

DEBTOR - 
LEASEHOLDER 

SERVICE CHARGE 
Oracle balance at balance sheet date differs from balances retrieved from Capita debt (Housing System) Reports. 

Reports do not reconcile 
183,091  overstated debtor 

 Debit Income HRA Rent - 183,091
Credit Debtors - 183,091 

No Yes  N/A 

61
DEBTOR - ACCRUALS 

OTHER ENTITIES 
AND INDIVIDUALS The council is of the view there is a remote chance the majority of the balance will be unrecoverable. Therefore they have recommended a write off of £248,389 

248,389  overstated debtor 
 Credit Debtor -  248,389
Debit Income  - 248,389 No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

62 Debtor -PRIVATE 
SECTOR LANDLORDS

Oracle balance at balance sheet date differs from balances retrieved from Capita debt (Housing System) Reports. 
Reports do not reconcile 

343,352  understated debtors 
 Debit Income - 343,352
Credit Debtors - 343,352 

No Yes  N/A 

63 DEBTOR - ACCRUALS 
- OTHER ENTITIES 
AND INDIVIDUALS

£33,327 relates to   brought forward balances that should have been invoiced to the schools by the services in previous years.  However due to insufficient evidence 
to substantiate these amounts the council have proposed to write-off these amounts.

The council have ascertained other instances where such brought forward to other school. The council have provided a working outlying the value of such balances 
amounts to  £82k overall. 

82,882
 overstated debtors - 

accruals 

 Credit: F01.F01100.134600 -  82,882  -Debtors
Debit:  DSG School Income -  82,882 - Income

Yes Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

64

DEBTOR - ACCRUALS 
- OTHER ENTITIES 
AND INDIVIDUALS

97,352 difference

A holding code exists in the councils ledger whereby transactions are processed which relate to Elevate.  

The transactions are then reviewed on a quarterly basis and then invoice the charges to Elevate. Backing documentation is received for each subjective line and the 
Elevate business office manager reviews and confirms the charges are for Elevate. This confirmation occurs in a meeting which occurs after the year end. Ordinarily, 

the council  raised an EOY debtor for the whole amount on the holding code and only raise invoices for amounts in the new year which are agreed by Elevate.

From these works only £81,244 were agreed by elevate. Thus leaving £97,532 as an overstatement of errors. 

The council recommended that this balance be written off as a one-off, isolated, adjustment.
Credit : F01.F01090.134600 - £97,532 

Debit:    F01.F23480.  -£97,532

97,532
 overstated debtors - 

accruals 
 Credit : F01.F01090.134600 - £97,532 

Debit:    F01.F23480.  -£97,532 
No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

65
DEBTOR - HOUSING 

RENTS 

Difference in the total debtor associated to temporary accommodation recognised within the Capita Housing System; information used to  determine the Provision 
(Total debtor = £5,648,368) was run on the 16/04/19 from Capita housing system for 2018/19 transactions; however the value of the total debtor noted from Capita  

was found to be lower at = £4,701,503 as in D2.04.01 the difference  was as a result of the changes which were not captured; the council is usable to substantiate why 
the figures are different; debt provision was initially calculated, as a result of this difference the provision is overstated by £709k.

709,377  understated debtor - BDP 
 DR Bad Debt Provision - £709,377

Cr Expenditure - £709,377 No Yes  N/A 

66
DEBTOR - ACCRUALS 

- OTHER ENTITIES 
AND INDIVIDUALS On review it was established that only £48,168 is recoverable debt

248,390
 overstated debtors - 

accruals 

 Debit F26280.642820 (bad debt write off) - 
248,390

Credit Debtor - 248,390 
No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

67

DEBTOR - ACCRUALS 
- OTHER ENTITIES 
AND INDIVIDUALS

£33,327 relates to   brought forward balances that should have been invoiced to the schools by the services in previous years.  However due to insufficient evidence 
to substantiate these amounts the council have proposed to write-off these amounts.

The council have ascertained other instances where such brought forward to other school. The council have provided a working outlying the value of such balances 
amounts to  £82k overall. 82,882

 overstated debtors - 
accruals 

 Credit: F01.F01100.134600 -  82,882  -Debtors
Debit:  DSG School Income -  82,882 - Income

No Yes  See Creditors / Debtors  

68
Grants - DSG 
(comparative) income and expenditure was grossed up in prior year

168,108,973
 overstated income and 
expenditure - CIES (PYA) 

 Grants note
I&E by nature note 

Yes Yes  N/A 

69

PPE - valuation Valuation movements have been incorrectly accounted for between CIES and reserves. 

 Overstated reval loss in 
provision of service and 

overstated gain in 
revaluation reserve. 

 CIES
Revaluation Reserve

Capital Adjustment count 
Yes Yes  N/A 

70

LGPS pension asset 
value (and net 

liability)

Asset returns were estimated by the actuary at 7.8% based on M9 data. Outturn returns were 5.2%. Estimated impact on estimate:

Fair value of opening plan assets                                    £731,933k
Actual investment return @ 5.25%                                  £38,426k
Investment returns estimated per IAS 19 report              £56,967k

Overstated investment returns/plan assets                  £18,541k

Material impact on estimate so adjustment required. Recommend revised actuarial report to avoid manual adjustments going forward.

18,541,000
 Understated net liability 

valuation estimate 

 Balance sheet
Pension note

CIES
MIRS 

No Yes  N/A 

71
Loan receivable Double counting of loan receipts from subs and Weavers 

238,000  Understated loan asset 
 Balance sheet

Financial instruments 
No TBC  N/A 

72

Net pension liability Adjustment required to pension liability to reflect McCloud judgement and GMP

6,622,000
 Understated net liability 

valuation estimate 

 Balance sheet
Pension note

CIES
MIRS 

No Yes  N/A 

73

Groups accounts

Some specific adjustments yet to be determined. General summary of adjustments to numbers identified to date:
- Prior year values to be properly consolidated across group statements

- Consolidation adjustments revisited generally from draft 1 to ensure correct elimination of intragroup items e.g. elimination of loan interest
- Comparatives required for MiRS

- Reside Regen LLP - £12m PPE should be valued at EUV-SH (£3m) at group level but currently consolidated at £12m
- Finance income and expenditure netted in cash flow statements across Reside entities - need to be shown gross
- Cash flow - Movement in payables in operating activities not adjusted for capital balances in Roding/Regen LLP

- Roding - Highly material property accounted for as PPE may need to be accounted for as revenue/CoS - not yet concluded
- Reside Abbey CFS should not include line for bad debt provision

- Group statements to be revised for differences between single entity statements used for consolidation and those submitted for audit.
- Be First £6.1m intragroup capital transaction with no PURP adjustment

- Be First balance sheet adjustment for intragroup loan is larger than its total loan balance
- Be First CFS consolidation includes intragroup adjustment of £6.1m capital to Council accounts in operating activities but would have been recorded in investing 

activities in Council accounts
- BDTP - various audit adjustments to be factored into consolidation, most notably the £19m reclassification from PPE to investment property

- BDTP £14.5m intragroup capital transaction consolidated with no PURP adjustment
- BDTP CFS - inconsistent treatment of adjustment for London East 'preacquisition rates owed' compared to balance sheet

- BDTP CFS - £21m loan to sub should be adjusted from investing activities from Council perspective, not financing activities
- BDTP CFS - £14.5m adjusted out of provision for services from council perspective but was capital so never it never hit council's I&E - should be adjusted out of 

investing activities
- BD Energy - Financing I&E adjustments to be made in Financing I&E line of CIES, not Core service line. Intragroup finance cost also erroneously added to group 

numbers on consolidation instead of being eliminated
- BD Energy CFS - Income and expenditure erroneously added together for net surplus adjustment, should have been netted.

- BD Energy CFS - intragroup adjustments in operating activities are added to sub's single entity values instead of being eliminated.
- BD Energy CFS - Elimination for intragroup loan is £2.3m, however sub's total cash flows from new loans are just £1.3m, cannot be right.

- BD Energy CFS - Sub financing costs are in investing activities but should be financing activities. There are no intragroup adjustments for financing 
income/expenditure in CFS despite loan between sub and council.

TBC  TBC  Respective group notes Yes (group) Yes  N/A 

74

Creditors Note

PO adjustments - The balance on the accrual control account had been increasing over the years and at the start of 2018/19 it had a negative £35m balance.  This 
large variance between values receipted and invoiced was assumed to be, in some way, attributable to user error. £11,416k in total was identified as Over receipting 
over 7 years, where receipted POs not matching invoiced amounts. Thus debiting the revenue unnecessarily. This was done over a number of years. During the year 

LBBD  made a concentrated effort in  addressing this.

LBBD have proposed not to adjust for the errors noted in respect of HRA and Capital of £5,469k and this has been recognised as an unadjusted error under No 74 (a)

LBBD have proposed to  correct £5,948k Of this (CY error = £141k, and PY error = £5,807k)
LBBD had already moved £4,993k worth of surplus (relating to the PO over-receipting adjustments) in 2018/19 therefore propose to reverse this adjustment of surplus 

to earmarked reserve
Dr Reserves - 4,993k

Cr MiRS - 4,993k

and replace this with in 2018/19
Dr CIES Expenditure (General Fund) - 5,806k

Cr Creditors Accruals - 5,806k

Putting through the £5,806k impact in PY 2017/18 based on services they relate to & moving them to reserve

Dr Creditors Accrual - 5,806,926
Cr CIES  - SDI Comm Directorate - 969,434

Cr CIES - Core Directorate - 223,589
Cr CIES - Central Directorate - 468,708

Cr CIES - Early Years Children Directorate - 82,186
Cr CIES - Law, Governance & HR Directorate - 412,269

Cr CIES - People and Policy Directorate - 114,326
Cr CIES Care and Support Directorate - 2,075,282

5,948,000
 Over and Under receipting 

of PO's 

 Prior Period Adjustment note 
 

Prior Year MiRs

Prior Year Balance Sheet 

Yes Yes  N/A 

74 (a)

Creditors Note

PO adjustments - The balance on the accrual control account had been increasing over the years and at the start of 2018/19 it had a negative £35m balance.  This 
large variance between the values was due to the receipted amount and invoiced amount being different. £11,416k in total was identified as over receipting across a 

7 year period.

5,469,000
 Over and Under receipting 

of PO's 

 Prior Period Adjustment note 
 

Prior Year MiRs

Prior Year Balance Sheet 

Yes No  N/A 

75
PPE Note Valuation of Street Purchases (included as Council Dwellings) for 2018/19 purchases included at valuers estimation value and not at cost

-6,468,199
 Overstatement of Council 

Dwellings 

 Balance Sheet 
PPE Note 

CAA Reserve 
No Yes  N/A 

76
PPE Note 

Valuation of Community Assets
Revaluating remaining community assets.

47,738,143
 Understatement of 
Community Assets 

 Balance Sheet 
PPE Note 

CAA Reserve & RR Reserve 
No Yes  N/A 

77
Long Term Debtors Interest should have rolled up at the year end and included in the long term debtor line. 

151,864
 Understated Long Term 

Debtors 
 Balance Sheet 

CIES  
No Yes  N/A 

78
CIES - Social Care 

Expenditure Cut off Error of £13k in our sample where the expenditure relates to 2017/18 where an accrual was not recognised.
13,470  Overstating Expenditure  CIES  No No                                          778,165 

79
Capital Grants

Receipts after year end 
Capital Grant income was received in 19/20, however the payment was funding for Capital Project that the Council had undertaken in 18/19. No accrual had been 

posted, therefore the income was incorrectly recognised in 19/20.
2,924,000  Understating Income  CIES  No No  N/A 

80
PPE Note 

work on revaluations over Community Assets revealed instances where the areas used to determine assets values used by the valuers  differed to the areas  based on 
Council's plans.

610,650
 Overstatement of 
Community Assets 

 Balance Sheet 
PPE Note 

CAA Reserve & RR Reserve 
No No                                          686,984 

81
PPE Note 

 work on revaluations over Surplus Assets revealed instances where the areas used to determine assets values used by the valuers differed to the areas based on the 
Council's plans.

93,029
 Understatement of Surplus  

Assets 

 Balance Sheet 
PPE Note 

CAA Reserve & RR Reserve 
No No                                          109,122 

82
PPE Note 

 work on revaluations over of Other Land & Building revealed instances where the areas used to determine assets values used by the valuers  differed to the areas 
detailed on the Council's plans.

383,754
 Overstatement  of SOLB 

Assets 

 Balance Sheet 
PPE Note 

CAA Reserve & RR Reserve 
No No                                          882,791 

83
Investment 
Properties  Asset valued using incorrect measurement value (area calculation). This is concluded to be an isolated error due to the error of the valuer.

790,500
 Overstatement of 

Investment Property 
 Balance Sheet 

CAA Reserve & RR Reserve 
No Yes  N/A 
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84
Investment 
Properties Asset demolished  in 2014 has been incorrectly revalued in 2018/19

248,800
 Overstatement of 

Investment Property 
 Balance Sheet 

CAA Reserve & RR Reserve 
Yes No 621,629

85

PPE Note 
HRA AUC Asset Overstated. The asset was not regularly reviewed to ensure completed projects are reclassified to other asset categories upon completion of projects. 

This impacts prior year depreciation and revaluations. 

31,802,831
 Reclassification from AUC 

to Council Dwelling 

 Depreciation
Revaluation Yes Yes  N/A 

86
Expenditure 

Expenditure Cut Off errors in 2019/20 Ledger.
2 errors noted where spend in 19/20 tested related to  18/19 but not accrued for (understating 18/19 liabilities)

73,420
Understating Expenditure 

 Creditors 
No

No  N/A 
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Creditor Extrapolations 

Type of Error
Sample No's 

(Mistatement Tab 
Ref) with Errors

Value of Samples 
with Errors

Extrapolation = 
(Extrapolation - 

Errors Corrected)

1 Creditors - Overstated 25, 35, 42, 43           1,970,461.00                     652,420.71 
2 Creditors -  Overstated  Accruals 26, 30, 40, 41           1,530,649.63                  7,112,644.59 

3
Creditors Overstated Receipts in 
Advance

27, 28, 29, 31, 
33, 34, 36, 37, 38

          1,895,895.00                     691,597.55 

8,456,662.85            
Creditor Exptrapolations after additional testing

Type of Error
Sample No's 

(Mistatement Tab 
Ref) with Errors

Value of Samples 
with Errors

Extrapolation = 
(Extrapolation - 

Errors Corrected)

1 Creditors - Overstated 25, 35, 42, 43           1,970,461.00                  1,197,188.95 
2 Creditors -  Overstated  Accruals 26, 30, 40, 41           1,530,649.63                  4,228,094.01 

3
Creditors Overstated Receipts in 
Advance

27, 28, 29, 31, 
33, 34, 36, 37, 38

          1,895,895.00                     691,597.55 

6,116,880.52            

Debtor Extrapolations 

Area
Sample No's 

(Mistatement Tab 
Ref) with Errors

Value of Samples 
with Errors

Extrapolation = 
(Extrapolation - 

Errors Corrected)

1 Overstated Debtors 55, 56, 61              422,345.00                     889,744.73 

2 Overstarted Debtors Accruals
44,45,46,63,64,66

,67
          2,404,032.42                  7,610,706.10 

3
Overstated & Understated 
Debtors PIA

47,57, 
48,49,50,51,52,53

,54
-            919,007.00 -                     97,906.40 

Debtor Extrapolations - After Additional Testing

Area
Sample No's 

(Mistatement Tab 
Ref) with Errors

Value of Samples 
with Errors

Extrapolation = 
(Extrapolation - 

Errors Corrected)

1 Overstated Debtors 55, 56, 61              422,345.00                     889,744.73 

2 Overstarted Debtors Accruals
44,45,46,63,64,66

,67
          2,404,032.42                  2,152,789.70 

3
Overstated & Understated 
Debtors PIA

47,57, 
48,49,50,51,52,53

,54
-            919,007.00 -                     97,906.40 
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Misstatements  -Narrative

No. Area of Accounts Description Other areas affected

1 CIES
Demolition of St Mary's Parade and Cook road site. Incorrectly included in the FAR and the financial 
statements. 

2 Pension Scheme liability

Opening balance on defined benefit pension scheme liability does not agree to the closing balance 
per prior year signed accounts – difference of £1.6m. Council understand this to be a prior year 
error. As not material, currently not planning on correcting for this error.  Current proposal is to 
amend the opening the balance to agree to last years value and make an in-year adjustment for the 
amount  B/S 

3
HRA note - depreciation 
and impairment Figures referenced are currently incorrect and do not match the PPE note  PPE note 

4 Financial instruments

Financial instruments disclosures include the following errors
a. Cash balance disclosed is incorrect
b. Short term finance lease liability has been double counted
c. Adjustments for debtors/creditors need to be put through this note
d. Cost centre relating to subsidiary needs to be excluded
e. Current outstanding debtors within the receivables control account need to be added
f. All borrowings need to be included in the maturity table

5 HRA - PPE figures included within the HRA PPE assets note are incorrect

6
Interest payable (I&E 
analysed by nature)

the interest payable in I&E analysed by nature does not agree to the financing and investment 
income and expenditure note - 
£11.6m to be moved from interest expense to Other service expenses.

 financing and investment 
income and expenditure 
note 

7 Revaluation reserve

The movement in the revaluation reserve as a result of revaluations during the year was £173,331k 
increase per the PPE note and £22,054k decrease per the revaluation reserve note. The movement 
in the capital adjustment account was £172,653k decrease per the PPE note and £22,733k increase 
per the capital adjustment account note and CIES. The movement on the revaluation reserve should 
be an increase of £36,881k in all notes, whilst the movement in the capital adjustment account 
should be a decrease of £36,203k in all notes  CAA 

8
Group accounts additional 
disclosures

Correct language regarding relationships with component/other entities in group and related party 
notes
Add disclosure notes where materially differ to LBBD single entity e.g. PPE, financial instruments
Cash flow statement note uses 'Adjust for items included in the net surplus or deficit on the 
provision of services that are investing or financing activities' as sub total heading for non-cash 
adjustments in operating activities. This should be the heading for the adjustments that follow.
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9 Employee benefits

The payroll control was incorrectly mapped to employee benefits expenditure. It should be mapped 
to other entities and individuals creditors. An adjustment therefore needs to be made to move 
£796k from employee benefits to other entities and individuals within this note.

10 PFI
The values in respect of PFI within the PPE note are incorrect and need amending to be aligned with 
the FAR.  PPE note 

11 PPE - Council dwellings
The reclassification of Council Dwellings to other assets in the PPE note is not correct.  The totals of 
the columns is therefore incorrect - value should be £26,795,000

12
I&E analysed by nature 
note

Within the expenditure and income analysed by nature note, the gain on disposal of fixed assets is 
included in expenditure, and needs to be reallocated to income. 

£17,946,933 to be reclassified from fees and charges income to government grants.

To be re-worked generally to reflect adjusted CIES e.g. Other service expense to be revised for prior 
year DSG double counting adjustment of £169m and current year DSG double counting adjustment 
of £194.7m.

13 PPE note
The revaluation figures disclosed in the PPE note in respect of community assets are incorrect in 
respect of both the revaluation reserve and the provision of services – 

14
Senior officer remuneration 
note Senior office Matthew Cole is missing from the note

15 infrastructure assets the UEL for infrastructure assets should be 20 years and is currently disclosed as 25 years
16 Debtors and Creditors The format of the notes is not in line with the new requirements of the code.

17 Cash flow

V4 of SoA - 

Operating activities reconcile to 14,314k in note 18 but are 10,980k in face of statement.

Net cash flows from investing activities is 192,807k in note 18 whereas per cash flow statement this 
is 196,141k
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